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Manual High School, Denver CO – 10.20.19

Write-up by:  Michael Parfitt • Colorado Flag Football Corner

Intro

With all the stuff going down in the world today, it’s about time we get some good news. That 

good news is the return to PF3 Spring Football. There have been a few changes that only adds to 

the intrigue of the league. The biggest renovation of the league is expanding the Pro division to ten 

teams. From last season that adds three new teams in the mix to compete for that illustrious PF3 

Spring Championship. Of course, the goal for 9 of the teams is to unseat the reigning champion 

Huskers. With so much time off, there have also been a flurry of transactions made by teams, some 

with additions while others its hopes of addition by subtraction. Some of the players that have 

changed teams were even named to the PF3's top 50 players list. Will some of those players be 

able to stay in the top 50 with their new team? The question remains to be answered but one thing 

is for sure, that top 50 list will look dramatically different come next year. With no football since the 

Fall championship game, I am anticipating a fair amount of rust that could take until mid-season to 

knock off. 

Colorado Huskers
The Fall champions and back-to-back Best of the Best champions are the top team in Colorado 

and will remain just that until someone unseats them. They constantly add talent on top of what 

they already have. That makes them extremely dangerous and it doesn't look like they’ll slow down 

anytime soon. The rumor is Artie Barcelo is feeling the best he's ever felt which means the top 

player in the PF3 rankings just got even better (sooo there’s that). The Huskers aren’t just an 

offensive juggernaut, they create all sorts of havoc on defense. The pass rushers alone put 

tremendous pressure on opposing Quarterbacks then you add in their pass rushing stunts that 

create frustration for offensive lineman. Needless to say, the Huskers are the top contender coming 

into the season but it will be intriguing to see what they do against the new comers to the Pro 

division. 

CTS
Last season started off a little rough for CTS but they ended up turning it around to make another 

trip to the PF3 championship game. They would fall short but definitely put up a fight. Duece

Richardson looked like his old self by the second half of the season. I’d be willing to bet he will be 

giving defenses headaches from the start of the season. You know with a veteran team like CTS, 

they've been putting in the practice time to come back even better than last season. It’s been all 

quiet on the CTS front but I’m sure they’ll have some new talent to showcase. Everyone is waiting 

for age to catch up to the defense but these guys are ageless wonders. Last season Jason Davis 

made the move to safety and he faired pretty well there. It will be interesting to see if CTS leaves 

Davis at safety or moves him back to corner. There were some newer faces last season on the 

defense and if they are back this season, they could start to become house hold names. You can 

bet these guys will once again be in the running for the championship. 

PREMIER FLAG FOOTBALL FEDERATION
COLORADO’S MOST COMPETITIVE 8 V 8 FULL CONTACT FLAG FOOTBALL LEAGUE 
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Manual High School, Denver CO – 10.20.19

Write-up by: Michael Parfitt • Colorado Flag Football Corner

Bulls

Over the past few seasons, the Bulls have mainly stuck to their main guys with a new addition here 

and there. But from the rumors I've heard this Bulls team could look totally revamped. This team has 

been on the cusp of getting the championship and with the new additions they very well could be 

getting their first PF3 pro championship trophy. You can bet your bottom dollar David Knighton will 

be slinging the rock. I can only assume any new weapons for him pay big time dividends. The 

number one ranked lineman Mason Barrett will be back on the line to man handle any on coming 

pass rushers for Knighton. On the defense we can anticipate Cory Sample will be throwing all sorts 

of different wrenches in the play calling. With Mike Uribe pass rushing and Dantjer Gordon blitzing 

capabilities, the sack numbers might be piling up for this defense. Will everything come together 

during the playoffs to bring home that championship trophy? 

Denver Rockers

Probably the oldest team in Colorado will once again be a thorn in opposing teams side. I actually 

wasn't referring to the players age but the Rockers do have a couple players that I think played in 

the very first flag football game. There is some youthful talent on the team that helps to offset age 

average. These Rockers always seem to be over looked but still provide a shock every now and 

then. By far not the most athletic team but these guys make up a lot of that gap with technique 

and experience. Of course, the Peyton Manning of flag is Pat Yanda with his field general 

mentality. He'll having a few different receivers to throw the ball to but he still has Ricky Peterson as 

his go to. Ricky is one of the best pure route runners in the game and one of the most clutch 

receivers in the PF3. The Rockers made the playoffs last season but fell in the first round of the 

playoffs. They hope to get over that first round playoff exit this season. In order to do that they'll 

need to improve on their defense. 

Colorado Menace

Menace is your typical Jekyll and Hyde team. One game they look like world beaters while other 

games you wonder if it's the same team. They have the talent to be a top dog in the league but as 

of late they have been slightly under performing. Last season they just snuck in the playoffs but all 

that matters is they made it in. They ended up falling in the second round but not for a lack of 

trying. As with every team, it will be interesting to see who Menace has picked up and who they 

have lost. You know Jesse Eaton will be at QB running that potentially high-powered offense. 

Menace has probably the best screen blocking offensive line in Colorado. Teams know it's coming 

but still can't stop it. Look for Malcom Whye to have an even bigger season then he did in the fall. 

On defense we could see a very motivated Donovan Haynes who was left off this year's top 50 list. 

He was coming back from injury so he didn't really play much but you can only assume with a 

healthy Donovan the sack numbers will be right back on top. If this team can get more consistent 

with their play, it's very likely they'll be making some noise. 

PREMIER FLAG FOOTBALL FEDERATION
COLORADO’S MOST COMPETITIVE 8 V 8 FULL CONTACT FLAG FOOTBALL LEAGUE 
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Manual High School, Denver CO – 10.20.19

Write-up by: Michael Parfitt • Colorado Flag Football Corner

VIP

The top team from the Springs finally made their way to the PF3 season play in the summer of 

2020. They must have seen how competitive it was and decided to continue the commute in 

order to play. Due to PF3 rules they had to play in the Comp division but proved their meddle. 

They made it to the Comp championship game only to fall to Team Swift. With the talent level 

being so top heavy in the Comp division, the management of the PF3 decided to expand the 

Pro division and VIP showed they could compete. If VIP played in the Pro division, they would 

have had quite a few players in the top 50. Even though VIP got a small taste of the Pro talent in 

the summer, it will be interesting to see how they stack up against the full course meal. Juan 

Gallegos is the QB of this team and is no rookie to the game. He is a savvy vet to the game that 

can create frustration to defenses. With a good size offensive line, he doesn't usually feel a ton of 

pass rush pressure. On defense these guys are no slouch and I can see them have a top five 

defense. With such a well-balanced team, I could see these guys push for a playoff spot and 

could even shock some teams. One thing is for sure, VIP will not be shocking me with how good 

they are. Also, they'll have to get used to is how fast the play clock ticks away. 

Chiefs

The Chiefs are one of the other teams being brought up to the Pro division. The reason for this is 

the immense talent these guys will showcase on Sundays. According to the rumors they have 

only added to the top talent they already had last season. This will be their second stint in the Pro 

division but this time around they are better suited to compete. The Chiefs offensive line will 

definitely be one that defensive lines will have issues getting around. Then the opponents rush will 

need to track down the elusive Mondo Ray Delgado who is a duel threat QB. We will finally get 

to see how Daniel Wise stacks up against the Pro league teams. From everything I've seen Daniel 

is going to be a top ten player and could earn All-Pro honors this season. It would be surprising if 

the Chiefs don't make a run at the playoffs this season. A match up against Menace to start the 

season should be a good litmus test. 

Kryptonite

Yes, I know Kryptonite is not the previous season comp champion but that team has elected to 

forego playing in the PF3. So, with that decision, they forced management to advance the next 

comp team into the Pro division. Kryptonite is no stranger to playing against top teams as they 

have done so in many other leagues before. Of-course that was not on a weekly basis. This team 

is no push over and does have some talent that is considered Pro league level. The question is 

will they have enough Pro league talent to compete. Look for captain Derek Watson flying 

around on defense and will make a ton of plays from the LB position. Watch out offenses as he is 

sneaky good. 

PREMIER FLAG FOOTBALL FEDERATION
COLORADO’S MOST COMPETITIVE 8 V 8 FULL CONTACT FLAG FOOTBALL LEAGUE 
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Manual High School, Denver CO – 10.20.19

Write-up by: Michael Parfitt • Colorado Flag Football Corner

Kryptonite (Cont)

Kryptonite’s offense is still in its infancy, a newer flag QB but I hear he has shown flashes of 

brilliance. Having a speedster like Bryan Daldegan does help to get the offense rolling. There will 

be some growing pains for Kryptonite in the Pro division but if they can learn to overcome them, 

they could be a staple for seasons to come. As far as the playoffs I'm not sure if this will be the 

season they can get in. But I'm intrigued to see how they fair against the top teams in the state in 

a week in and week out basis. 

Mile High Built

It will be interesting to see what Mile High Built brings to the table after last season. This scrappy 

team has talent that anyone would love to have but their sheer numbers are what's lacking. I'd 

argue MHB has averaged 9 players on game day for the last year and a half. That ironman ball 

can take its toll on players but they've done it so long that their players are used to it. Of course, 

their long-standing captain Ross Alisiani does a good job of covering up holes on this team. The 

question is, how long can he keep it up? It definitely helps to have do it all Keith Truitt. Truitt is one 

of the most underrated players in the league but his toughness and willingness to do anything 

makes him one of my favorite players. The pass rush of Broderick Sargent is a thing of beauty but 

he needs to refine his flag pulling skills. If he can dial that in then Broderick could push for the 

record in sacks. Overall, Mile High Built’s experience and tenacity could garner a playoff spot. 

FOE (Family Over Everything)

In FOE's return to the Pro division things didn't quite go as they had hoped. They did get a win 

that ended up helping them see another season in the Pro division. As is the theme of this season 

who knows what to expect from these guys. I've heard they lost some key personnel but they 

always seem to have a ton of players that could step up in key positions. One of the bright spots 

for these guys was the emergence of Gerry Butler, who cracked the PF3's top 50. If he would 

have had more consistent QB play then he may have been in the top 25 possibly. It will be 

interesting if FOE goes with the Pocket QB of Jordan Hoffman or the young athletic QB in Dylon

James. Both have plenty of room to grow but they can only do that if FOE can get more 

consistent protection from their offensive line. The thing FOE does have going for them is a 

respectable defense. As long as I've known this team, they have pride themselves on their 

defense. It will be interesting to see what captains Xavier Walker and Jerrell Germain have in 

store for offenses this season. Speaking of Jerrell, hopefully he is on the mend and soon to return 

to the field, he was a good coach on the sidelines but better when he is on the field. If the 

majority of the team can return, it would go a long way to continue getting more cohesion. With 

how young this team is I'm not sure they will be able to make the playoffs but a season of 

experience in the Pro division can only help them. 

PREMIER FLAG FOOTBALL FEDERATION
COLORADO’S MOST COMPETITIVE 8 V 8 FULL CONTACT FLAG FOOTBALL LEAGUE 
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Manual High School, Denver CO – 10.20.19

Write-up by:  Michael Parfitt • Colorado Flag Football Corner

Intro

With the moving of the top teams from Comp to Pro, there was a thought this could be the most 

competitive Comp season as of yet. The only issue is there are only five teams that ended up 

registering this season for the Comp division. It should still be competitive and pretty wide open 

but just not quite what the expectation was. 

Disciples

The top dog and one of the most experienced teams is the Disciples. The Disciples are led by 

dual threat QB Dero Ard. Dero continues to work hard on perfecting his craft. His experience in 

the Pro division is a step up on the competition and should pay dividends. This squad as a whole 

has the type of talent that should bring them to the promised land. With the thought of them 

being the top dog will they live up to the hype?

Denver Lightning

Next in line I'd say is the Lightning who might have even more longevity than the Disciples. The 

Lightning boast that hard to stop oyster offense. They issue last year was missing one of their 

three oyster pieces. This season if they have CJ Dixon, Doug Clinkscales, and John Everhart they 

could be back to that potent offense they have been known for. The addition of new faces will 

only help out their cause. Of course, I can't forget Jalene Simpson because if I did then I'd be 

sure to hear about it. Jalene has been the go-to deep threat but also he's played a pretty good 

safety with his height and length. Getting a ball over this tall drink of water is not an easy task. 

Look for the Lightning to be a contender for the Comp PF3 championship. 

Mile High Empire

The Mile High Empire is a team that has slowly been making noise since they have entered the 

league. Their QB Andrez Gallion cut his teeth on the 6man style but has made his way to the 

8man. He continues his progression and his dual threat ability can give defenses head-aches. He 

still has a way to go but does show the ability to be one of the better Comp QBs. He'll rely on 

Jessy Jackson as one of his go-to receivers. Jackson also helps on the defensive side of the ball 

and has the ability to be a player in the Pro division. The Empire are looking to build on last year's 

success and could be a team to watch as the season goes on. 

PREMIER FLAG FOOTBALL FEDERATION
COLORADO’S MOST COMPETITIVE 8 V 8 FULL CONTACT FLAG FOOTBALL LEAGUE 
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Manual High School, Denver CO – 10.20.19

PREMIER FLAG FOOTBALL FEDERATION
COLORADO’S MOST COMPETITIVE 8 V 8 FULL CONTACT FLAG FOOTBALL LEAGUE 

Write-up by:  Michael Parfitt • Colorado Flag Football Corner

Lycans

Finally making the switch from the Hyland Hills league to the PF3 is the Lycans. The Lycans 

tried their hand in the PF3 during the 2020 summer open season but that didn't go quite as 

they had hoped. This time around they won't face off against the Pro division teams but 

more so teams they can match up with really well. These guys have a pretty solid O-line to 

go along with an up and coming young core. The QB Timmy Manning is a dual threat, so 

defenses beware. This defense will face nothing but mobile QBs so a quicker d-line should 

be a focal point as the season draws near. The Lycans will look to shock some of these 

teams as one of the new kids on the block. 

Mile High Mana

The newest team overall is the Mile High Mana. Not a lot is known about this team but I might 

have gotten a glimpse of what to expect when I faced these guys in a 5man contact 

tournament during the off season. I noticed Bradley Garcia was in at QB. He isn't just a pretty 

face that was on the TV show "Worst Cooks in America" (which he won), but he is a heck of an 

athlete. He is another dual threat QB that can blow the top off the defense. Now if the d-linemen 

I went against is playing then I can admit he is a handful. His technique is very sound and he 

definitely played college ball somewhere. With that said I don't know how versed he is in flag 

football. Of course, I don't know his name but the dude is tall, strong, and fast. Overall if this 

Mana team is the same team I faced, then I think they'll give every team in the Comp division a 

run for their money. 
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forecast source: www.wunderground.com

MANUAL HS  •  DENVER CO

MANUAL HS  •  DENVER CO

PREMIER FLAG FOOTBALL FEDERATION
COLORADO’S MOST COMPETITIVE 8 V 8 FULL CONTACT FLAG FOOTBALL LEAGUE 

Visitor Home Team Location Start Time

FOE vs Colorado Huskers Manual HS 11:00 AM MDT

Denver Chiefs vs Colorado Menace Manual HS 12:00 PM MDT

Mile High Built vs CTS Manual HS 1:00 PM MDT

VIP vs Bulls Manual HS 2:00 PM MDT

Kryptonite vs Denver Rockers Manual HS 3:00 PM MDT

Visitor Home Team Location Start Time

Denver Lightning vs The Disciples Manual HS 8:00 AM MDT

Empire vs The Disciples Manual HS 9:00 AM MDT

Lycans vs Mile High Mana Manual HS 10:00 AM MDT

Time Conditions Temp. Feels Like Precip Amount Cloud Cover Dew Point Humidity Wind

8:00 am Mostly SunnyMostly Sunny 34 F 30 F 20 % 0 in 24 % 27 F 73 % 5 mph SE

9:00 am Partly CloudyPartly Cloudy 37 F 32 F 21 % 0 in 37 % 29 F 73 % 6 mph E

10:00 am Partly CloudyPartly Cloudy 39 F 34 F 20 % 0 in 42 % 29 F 68 % 6 mph ENE

11:00 am Partly CloudyPartly Cloudy 40 F 36 F 19 % 0 in 54 % 29 F 62 % 6 mph ENE

12:00 pm Mostly CloudyMostly Cloudy 41 F 36 F 24 % 0 in 61 % 27 F 57 % 8 mph ENE

1:00 pm CloudyCloudy 41 F 36 F 24 % 0 in 81 % 27 F 55 % 9 mph ENE

2:00 pm Few ShowersFew Showers 41 F 35 F 33 % 0.01 in 86 % 25 F 51 % 11 mph NE

3:00 pm ShowersShowers 42 F 36 F 56 % 0.02 in 93 % 24 F 49 % 11 mph NNE

4:00 pm Light RainLight Rain 40 F 33 F 62 % 0.02 in 93 % 26 F 56 % 11 mph NNE

5:00 pm SnowSnow 39 F 31 F 77 % 0 in 100 % 26 F 60 % 11 mph NNE
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For updates on all the Colorado Flag Football Leagues go to the 

Colorado Flag Football Corner Facebook page and “Like” it!

www.facebook.com/Coloradoflagfootball

COLORADO FLAG FOOTBALL CORNER

PREMIER FLAG FOOTBALL FEDERATION
COLORADO’S MOST COMPETITIVE 8 V 8 FULL CONTACT FLAG FOOTBALL LEAGUE 

Favorite Line Underdog

Huskers -18 FOE

Menace -4 Chiefs

CTS -7 MHB

Bulls -5 VIP

Rockers -12 Kryptonite

PRO DIVISION

Favorite Line Underdog

Mile High Mana -1 Lycans

Disciples -5 Lightning

Disciples -3 Empire

COMP DIVISION
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PF3 POWER RANKINGS

1st Place Votes (*)

RANK TEAM TREND

1 Colorado Huskers -

2 CTS -

3 Bulls -

4 Colorado Menace -

5 VIP -

6 Denver Chiefs -

7 Denver Rockers -

8 Mile High Built -

9 Kryptonite -

10 FOE -

11 Disciples -

12 Denver Lightning -

13 Mile High Empire -

14 Mile High Mana -

15 Lycans -

PREMIER FLAG FOOTBALL FEDERATION
COLORADO’S MOST COMPETITIVE 8 V 8 FULL CONTACT FLAG FOOTBALL LEAGUE 
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2021 PF3 BEST OF THE BEST IX
LOVELAND SPORTS PARK

JUNE 26 th /  27 th

( F I E L D S  A N D  D A T E S  C O N F I R M E D )

PREMIER FLAG FOOTBALL FEDERATION
COLORADO’S MOST COMPETITIVE 8 V 8 FULL CONTACT FLAG FOOTBALL LEAGUE 
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Welcome to the PF3 Series Race!  Below are a few tournaments other than our leagues that will 

be run this year.   We will be giving out a NEW AWARD called the PF3 Series Award that will be 

given to the team that accumulates the most points in both league and tournament finishes!  

Point system is on the following page!  Good luck to all teams this year!

PREMIER FLAG FOOTBALL FEDERATION
COLORADO’S MOST COMPETITIVE 8 V 8 FULL CONTACT FLAG FOOTBALL LEAGUE 
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1st Place 4000.00
2nd Place 3750.00
3rd Place 3500.00
4th Place 3250.00
5th Place 3000.00
6th Place 2750.00
7th Place 2500.00
8th Place 2250.00
9th Place 2000.00

10th Place 1750.00
11th Place 1500.00
12th Place 1250.00
13th Place 1000.00
14th Place 750.00
15th Place 500.00
16th Place 250.00

Best of the Best
1st Place 2500.00
2nd Place 2300.00
3rd Place 2100.00
4th Place 1900.00
5th Place 1700.00
6th Place 1500.00
7th Place 1300.00
8th Place 1100.00
9th Place 900.00

10th Place 700.00
11th Place 600.00
12th Place 500.00
13th Place 400.00
14th Place 300.00
15th Place 200.00
16th Place 100.00

PF3 Tournament Series Pts

1st Place 1250.00
2nd Place 1150.00
3rd Place 1050.00
4th Place 950.00
5th Place 850.00
6th Place 750.00
7th Place 650.00
8th Place 550.00
9th Place 450.00

10th Place 350.00
11th Place 300.00
12th Place 250.00
13th Place 200.00
14th Place 150.00
15th Place 100.00
16th Place 50.00

Pro League Pts
1st Place 625.00
2nd Place 575.00
3rd Place 525.00
4th Place 475.00
5th Place 425.00
6th Place 375.00
7th Place 325.00
8th Place 275.00
9th Place 225.00

10th Place 175.00
11th Place 150.00
12th Place 125.00
13th Place 100.00
14th Place 75.00
15th Place 50.00
16th Place 25.00

Comp League Pts

PREMIER FLAG FOOTBALL FEDERATION
COLORADO’S MOST COMPETITIVE 8 V 8 FULL CONTACT FLAG FOOTBALL LEAGUE 
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PREMIER FLAG FOOTBALL FEDERATION
COLORADO’S MOST COMPETITIVE 8 V 8 FULL CONTACT FLAG FOOTBALL LEAGUE 

WHAT ARE RANKING POINTS
Ranking Points are the FFWCT’s reward and ranking system provided to teams throughout the year through participation in various FFWCT 

sanctioned leagues and tournaments.
WHAT ARE POINTS USED FOR

Ranking Points will be used for determining seeding into FFWCT hosted and sanctioned tournaments. At our National and World 
Championship tournaments, Ranking Points will now be used to determine the draft order for pool play seeding. Points will accumulate 

throughout the year and will determine our rankings for the top teams across each division from all over the world!
HOW DO YOU EARN RANKING POINTS

Ranking Points will be earned by participating in various FFWCT hosted and sanctioned leagues and tournaments. You will earn a set 
amount of Participation Points simply for playing that scales with your division (PRO, Competitive, Recreational, Amateur), bonus 

Champions Points for teams placing in the top 10 of each division, along with Early Bird Points at select events for teams registering early. 
See the chart below for a full breakdown of how many points may be earned at each event.

Participation Points are awarded just for playing in each League or Tournament, per the chart below.

Champions Points are awarded to teams who place in the top 10 of each division at FFWCT hosted or sanctioned events, per the chart below.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Q) What events will Ranking Points be used at for seeding?

A) The 2021 season started January 1st, so all FFWCT hosted or sanctioned events will use Ranking Points for seeding through our Tampa 
World Championship tournament next January 2022.

Q) When will Ranking Points reset?
A) Ranking Points will reset mid January, 2022, following the Tampa World Championships. The Ranking Points teams receive from 

participating in this event will start the new set of points for 2023.
Q) Can Ranking Points be transferred to another team, format or division?

A) No, teams cannot use Ranking Points for seeding into another format, or for another team. Only exception will be for a team moving 
between PRO, Competitive and Recreational divisions.

In additional to our Local PF3 Series Race we would like to announce that our leagues 

and tournaments will also be included in the FFWCT Point Ranking System this year!  Below 

is a detailed description of how you can earn points and rankings!
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REMINDER: It is on the team captains to make sure their players know the rules and follow 
them. There is absolutely NO FIGHTING. Doing so will result in HEAVY fines and 

suspensions. The rules are there for a reason. If fights happen then we may lose the rights to 
play on the amazing fields, we have.  Also, after each game the sidelines will be checked to 

make sure the trash has been cleaned up. Fines will be implemented to teams that leave 
their sidelines trashed. So  please clean up after yourselves and your fans. Let's have good 

sportsmanship and have a great season. 

The PF3 Code of Conduct/Suspensions/Fines/Penalties document can be found on our 
website www.premierflagfootball.com.  Click on the Home tab, then select Documents.  

FREE AGENT LISTING! GUARANTEED PLACEMENT OR YOUR MONEY BACK!!!

Don't have a team, and have the talent to compete in the PF3's PRO or Competitive levels? 
Individuals (18 years and older) looking to play in our league can register here and get listed 

on our Team Captains Facebook page!  Free agents must register and pay a $25 fee (plus 
transaction fee) to be placed on a league's free agent list.   Premier Flag Football 

Federation will make an effort to place each and every free agent!  If a free agent is unable 
to be placed on a team, then all fees will be refunded.  Addition team fees may be required 

by the team that makes the decision to add free agent to their roster.

Register at: www.premierflagfootball.com/freeagent

FREE AGENT LISTINGS

CODE OF CONDUCT/FINE/PENALTIES REMINDER

PREMIER FLAG FOOTBALL FEDERATION
COLORADO’S MOST COMPETITIVE 8 V 8 FULL CONTACT FLAG FOOTBALL LEAGUE 
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BSN - TRIPLE THREAT FLAG BELTS - PF3 APPROVED

Flag football is a game everyone can enjoy. The Triple Threat Flag Football Belt in Red will 
be there to join in the fun — game after game. Belt attaches with break-resistant 
polyethylene clip. Vinyl-coated polyester flags (three), will not tear; permanently sewn 
onto web belt. When a player is tackled, the whole belt comes off so there are no pieces to 
lose. Washable belt. Sizing adjusts with slide.

• Three flags permanently sewn onto the web belt.
• Entire belt comes off - no parts to lose!  Belts are washable.
• Vinyl coated polyester flag will not tear
• Flag size: 2 1/4"W x 14 1/2"L  
• Heavy duty polyethylene "gator clip" 
• Adjusting slide for sizing
• Belt clips are color coded to indicate size

Specify size when ordering:
• SMALL:    22” - 32”  RED Belt Clip
• MEDIUM: 28” - 38”  YELLOW Belt Clip
• LARGE:    32” - 44”  BLUE Belt Clip
• X-LRG:     38” - 52”  GREEN Belt Clip

TO ORDER CALL 800.856.3488
Give them our PF3 Account # 2804984

PREMIER FLAG FOOTBALL FEDERATION
COLORADO’S MOST COMPETITIVE 8 V 8 FULL CONTACT FLAG FOOTBALL LEAGUE 
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Awards, design, and sublimated steel prints!
• Championship team photo steel prints!
• Past PF3 Report steel prints!
• PF3 cover customized with your photo!
• Choose from multiple templates!
• “Like” our Facebook page & message your request!
• www.facebook.com/juillardaward

premierflagfootball.com facebook.com/PremierF3  

PREMIER FLAG FOOTBALL FEDERATION
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Custom Sublimated Gaiter Face Masks!
MESSAGE US FOR SPECIAL PF3 PRICING!

CUSTOM SUBLIMATED GAITERS!!!

Order your custom Gaiter Masks for you, or your team!  Go to the Juillard 

Awards Facebook page and message them if you want to order!  

We will also ship to any team outside of Colorado also!

https://www.facebook.com/juillardawards

PREMIER FLAG FOOTBALL FEDERATION
COLORADO’S MOST COMPETITIVE 8 V 8 FULL CONTACT FLAG FOOTBALL LEAGUE 
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On the field. Off the field. 
Always in the game!

Look for Gian Lasher’s live podcast for the Best of the Best VIII

premierflagfootball.com facebook.com/PremierF3  
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Family Owned Business specializing in Custom 
Home Improvements, including custom decks, 
fences, cabinets, and trim carpentry. 
Combined 10+ years experience in construction 
and cabinetry. We offer free job evaluations 
and price quotes. We will even negotiate 
competitor's pricing, if needed. Insured.

PREMIER FLAG FOOTBALL FEDERATION
COLORADO’S MOST COMPETITIVE 8 V 8 FULL CONTACT FLAG FOOTBALL LEAGUE 
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David Knighton • Owner • Knights Roofing

Tel: 719.900.3645

knightbreroofing@gmail.com

knightsroofs.com
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Joel Kruschwitz • Strategic-Partner • Schooley Mitchell

15762 East Crestridge Circle, Centennial, CO 80015

Tel: 303-748-4154
joel.kruschwitz@schooleymitchell.com

We Increase your Profits – We are your Vendor Watchdogs!

mailto:Joel.kruschwitz@schooleymitchell.com
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ABOUT US

We are an inclusive lifestyle 

brand that helps millennials 

seeking purpose, passion, and 

fulfillment from their 

professional and personal lives 

become the most successful 

version of themselves!

Corey Sample • Tel: (267) 872-9508  • csamp9@gmail.com

https://www.facebook.com/csamp20

info@themindsetofahustler.com

themindsetofahustler.com

mailto:csamp9@gmail.com
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IF YOU HAVE A COMPANY AND WOULD LIKE TO HAVE 
AN AD INCLUDED IN THIS MAGAZINE OR OUR SOCIAL 
MEDIA PAGES PLEASE MESSAGE US THROUGH OUR 

FACEBOOK PAGE!    

https://www.facebook.com/PremierF3

WE HAVE SEVERAL SPONSORSHIP LEVELS AVAILABLE AND 
WE CAN ADJUST THEM TO FIT YOUR NEEDS!  

ALL MONEY FROM OUR SPONSORS WILL BE USED TO GROW 
OUR ORGANIZATION!   MORE EQUIPMENT, MORE LEAGUE 

STAFF, 
BETTER WEBSITE DESIGN, ETC .

WE ARE PARTICULARLY INTERESTED IN WORKING WITH 
CAPTAINS, PLAYERS, OR OTHER FAMILY MEMBERS WHO 

HAVE TIES TO OUR ORGANIZATION WITH SUCCESSFUL 
BUSINESSES WHO WANT THE EXTRA EXPOSURE!  WE WANT 

TO TAKE CARE OF OUR OWN!!!

BE APART OF OUR GROWTH AND OUR QUEST TO BE ONE OF 
THE TOP FLAG FOOTBALL ORGINAZATIONS IN THE STATES!!!

PREMIER FLAG FOOTBALL FEDERATION
COLORADO’S MOST COMPETITIVE 8 V 8 FULL CONTACT FLAG FOOTBALL LEAGUE 
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LEAGUE & PF3 REPORT STAFF

JESSE EATON • OWNER

CORY JUILLARD • JUILLARD AWARDS • DESIGN

MICHAEL PARFITT• COLORADO FLAG FOOTBALL CORNER • ARTICLES

MICHEAL JAY • PHOTOGRAPY

CARLOS ROMERO • CHIEF EDITOR

premierflagfootball.com facebook.com/PremierF3  

THE PF3 THANKS YOU ALL FOR PARTICIPATING IN THE 
2021 PF3 SPRING LEAGUE!   

Premier Flag Football Federation, LLC


